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Abstract— Capturing Multimedia Events such as natural disasters, accident reports, building damage reports, political events,
etc., are expensive functionalities due to the number and training
of the people required, as well as the time involved in the capturing and post-processing of multimedia. In addition, the captured
multimedia content often fails to give the viewer a comprehensive
understanding of the event captured in context. We present a
model and a mobile system for multimedia event capturing by a
one-man-crew. The system supports: (a) the real time capturing
of complex multimedia events of different types; (b) the recording
of the capturing process and the metadata associated with the
events; (c) the visualization of the events and the capturing
process; and (d) the learning and preparation of the one-mancrew that will do the multimedia event capturing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many important practical applications of multimedia are
associated with events or they can be described by events. For
example, reporting an accident, recording the events of a marriage or a baptism, recording an invited talk, a debate or a lecture, recording disasters like fires and floods, recording political or economic events for presentation on TV or for video on
demand consumption, recording an experiment on a lab, recording the presentation of a product, producing evaluation
reports for products of various types, recording damages of a
building or on disaster areas, or even systematically recording
the components of a complex 3D structure such as a multistore building may be modeled with multimedia events.
Typically, a multimedia event is recorded using only media
such as video or pictures and audio; however, events are typically associated with some spatial information that can be described with maps or diagrams and also have some associated
metadata which are used for further processing or filtering of
the multimedia events.
Systematic event capturing and visualization should associate and exploit all the contextual data with the video captured in order to offer better cognitive clues to the viewer and
allow exploitation of the metadata for workflow processing.
For example, in an accident event the multiple media may
capture the scene of the accident (cars, people involved, etc.);
spatial information such as diagrams may record the location
on the road of the cars involved and the metadata may be used
to record day and time as well as the names of the people involved or interviewed about the accident.

Multimedia event capturing is an expensive endeavor. For
example, the TV stations utilize multiple crew members to
carry, install and operate the video, audio and lighting equipment that is used for multimedia capturing. This is not economically feasible for small multimedia companies or for
companies that only have the multimedia information management integrated within their larger business activities.
Ideally, multimedia event capturing should only involve one
person. We call this requirement the “one-man-crew” requirement. Certainly, the “one-man-crew” should possess expertise from several different areas of multimedia capturing
like audio, video, lights, scene composition, etc. He should
also be able to work fast in real time for capturing all the multimedia events and the associated metadata.
Today all the multimedia types are recorded in a digital
format. With each event, metadata values of different types
will have to be captured and associated with the events. The
one-man-crew will also be responsible for capturing and recording the metadata that are associated with the event. In
some cases the beginning and the end of the event to be recorded is not known in advance. In this case, the person that
operates the capturing equipment will have to demarcate within a longer capturing sequence the beginning and the end of
the event, and associate the relevant metadata values with it in
order to be able to do fast post-processing (manually or automatically). Thus, the multimedia capturing environment will
have to be controlled and synchronized by a mobile computer
(laptop or other) which will also provide functionality for demarcating the beginning and the end of the events and associate the appropriate metadata values with each event.
We present here a model and a system for multimedia
event capturing by a one-man-crew. The first objective is to
facilitate the one-man-crew to do a complete and systematic
capturing of multimedia events of different types that compose
a bigger event in real time. A second objective is to allow fast
browsing and extraction of all the multimedia event information either in real time or at post-processing. A third objective
is to allow visualization of the event process in a spatial representation together with the various shots taken related with the
event so that the user viewing the multimedia captured gets a
better understanding of the event context and capturing. A
fourth objective is to allow the one-man-crew to be prepared
through learning and reviewing for a good quality multimedia

event capturing by means of event type specific learning instructions.
In our model the multimedia events belong to complex
event types that may be composed of events belonging to
simpler multimedia event types. The metadata captured for
each event depend on its type. Events are captured by multimedia shots which belong to shot types. Events and multimedia shots may be associated with maps and/or diagrams. Shots
are described by the position (captured by a GPS device or
otherwise), direction (compass) and camera movement of the
shot placed on a diagram of a scene that describes the event, as
well as with other parameters. The shot types are associated
with visual descriptions; these can be used by the one-mancrew for learning and preparation for multimedia capturing of
events of a particular type. The proposed event model can be
mapped to the MPEG-7 [1] and MPEG-21 [18] standards
(used, respectively, for multimedia content description and for
the interaction with multimedia content).
In the next sections we first present the related research and
requirements in the field of multimedia event capturing, and
we then describe the proposed multimedia event capturing
model and a prototype system implemented for the support of
the model functionality .
II. RELATED RESEARCH AND REQUIREMENTS
Semantic modeling of events has emerged recently as a
very promising research direction in business applications and
business intelligence [16] [1] [2] [3]. Event Processing Architectures are becoming very important in business processing
applications [16]. Although event Processing Architectures
may seem to contrast to Service Oriented Architectures (SoA),
researchers mostly agree for their complementarity, with the
Event Processing Architectures covering better the asynchronous requirements of business processing. An Event Driven
SoA is a hybrid form combining the intelligence and proactiveness of the Event Driven Architectures with the SoA organizational capabilities [17], [16].
Semantic modeling of events is also an active research area
in multimedia. The Semantic Model of MPEG-7 is based on
the modeling of events and includes, among others, modeling
of actors that are participating in the event as well as the time
and the place of the event. The Semantic Model of MPEG-7 is
in a high level, but the extensibility mechanisms of MPEG-7
can be used to give powerful domain specific semantic descriptions of events in specific domains while still remaining
completely within MPEG-7 [1]. The semantic multimedia
event model that we present in this paper can also accommodate domain specific descriptions for the events, which include
domain-specific knowledge systematically captured as described in [19]. The Semantic MPEG-7 descriptions can also
be transformed in logic based languages such as OWL for
further processing and inference [1]. A related recently expanding area of research is the automatic extraction of semantic events from video sequences [5].
To represent the process of multimedia capturing we need
to model such aspects as camera parameters, camera location,
camera movement, subject movement, light and sound loca-

tions, etc. The use of such parameters for capturing quality
multimedia is studied in the cinematography area, where rich
bibliography exists [7], [8], [9], [10], [13]. These principles
can be taken into account when producing guidelines for taking specific shot types. Our system allows the integration of
such help facilities.
Some research related to cinematography tries to capture
the rules for good cinematography into language or expert
system constructs, often with the objective to automate the
presentation of virtual reality scenes in games and elsewhere
[11], [12]. Whereas our objective is not to automate the cinematography of virtual environments, to the extent that these
tools could be used for guidance to “one-man-crew” they
could be also useful additions to our system.
While rich literature exists in the area of semantic event
modeling and multimedia modeling based on events, as well
as in cinematography principles, there is virtually no research
in generic tools and methodologies for systematically capturing multimedia events and their context including the spatial
context and the context of capturing. Such tools should be
based on models associating composite events with the spaces
where the events took place and the event evolution in time. In
addition, they should facilitate the modeling of the capturing
processes in space and time and its associations with the event
evolution. This will facilitate the visualization of the events,
the shot capturing processes and the actual multimedia captured. Without such tools the capturing process is very expensive and slow, and the visualization possibilities limited, overtaxing the cognitive capabilities of the users.
Our work is further motivated by the fact that today’s multimedia capturing devices can automatically capture a lot of
contextual information (for example, using a GPS, compass,
azimuth), which can be manipulated to automatically register
the 3D natural environment of the picture or video [14], [15].
This eliminates the need for extensive manual editing for the
systematic capturing of multimedia events and their context.
The requirements for multimedia event capturing tools that
we consider in this paper include:
1. Capturing the spatial event aspects such as integrating
maps and diagrams with additional relevant details.
2. Capturing and representing the event actors, their spatial
representations, locations and movements during the
event.
3. Capturing the various aspects of the real scenes that relate
to the event using multimedia (photos, video, and sound).
4. Capturing the event time considering absolute and relative
times with respect to other events, as well as demarcating
the beginning and the end of shots that relate to a specific
event for easy event browsing and extraction.
5. Representing the multimedia capturing process with respect to space and time (camera location, direction, angle,
movement, etc.) on top of the spatial representations for
facilitating the visualization of the spatial context.
6. Representing event workflows and mechanisms to facilitate the scheduling and preparation for the event capturing
and the complete coverage of all the component events.

7. Associating guidelines for what to capture and how to do
the capturing (such as abstract scene descriptions, camera
location and movement, shot taking, lighting conditions,
etc.) with each event type.
The mobile multimedia event capturing model and system
described here aim to support such functionalities.
III. THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The proposed conceptual model comprises of concepts that
belong to the following four major categories:
1. Concepts describing the events and the multimedia shots
taken to capture those events.
2. Concepts used for the logical spatial event representation.
3. Concepts used for the logical spatial shot representation.
4. Concepts used for the physical representation of the
events and shots described on top of the maps or other
spatial representations like diagrams or 3D views.
A. Concepts Describing the Events and the Shots Taken
In our model, the events take place in space and time. The
multimedia captured may be parts of the event itself, or multimedia related to the event. The event model integrates the
event context with the multimedia capturing context and the
actual multimedia captured.
We present here (see also Figure 1) the concepts of the
model that describe the events and the shots taken using
classes and metaclasses. The composition semantics at the
metaclass level imply that the whole structure is copied at instantiation. For example, when we instantiate a composite
event called “marriage” we also instantiate the events of “ceremony” and “reception” which are associated with the “marriage”, as well as the roles of “bride”, “groom”, etc. that are
the roles associated with the “marriage”. At the class level,
specific actors (names of individuals, etc.) are associated with
the role. Roles other than single human roles can be also
represented. For example the “object” role may be used to
represent a car that participated in an accident, while the

“crowd” role may be used to represent the approximate location of people participating in the event.
The events may be associated with structured Spatial Objects, the event Time, and Event Shots that represent the multimedia capturing of the event. The time associated with an
event is referring to a specific time interval and it takes the
relative sense of time. For example an instance of time in the
marriage example could be the “Wedding day”.
B. Concepts for the Logical Spatial Representation of Events
Events are associated with physical spaces that may be described by spatial objects. These objects may be represented in
the form of diagrams, etc. on a canvas with a semantic meaning provided by the spatial object itself or without any semantic meaning indication at all.
The events are associated with Roles that semantically describe the event participants. The Roles are concepts that may
describe humans, objects, crowd, etc. Thus, they can be seen
as an Event Type ontology. A concept may have more than
one visual representations to represent different states or canvas resolutions. For example, a car may have the states
crashed or non-crashed. A person may be sitting or standing.
The crowd may have different shapes at different times. A
room may be represented simply with a square if the resolution is low or with a detailed diagram if the resolution is high.
It is important to note that roles and objects participating in
an event may have specific representative graphical representations that may be reusable across events of the same type.
For example, the capturing of an accident event involving two
cars should record the location and movement of the cars on a
map or diagram of the road. The model allows reusable car
representations and motion vectors to be used for that purpose.
The spatial representation of a simple event is described by
the original position, size, and orientation of the semantic concepts of the ontology on the canvas and the time that they first
appear. A spatial representation of a concept is associated with
the time it first appears within the event representation, and
with the time that this visualization of the concept finishes as

Figure 2:
1: Concepts describing the events and the shots taken. The instantiations of an event would mean the instantiation of all the concepts associated with it.

well as with the position, size and orientation of the object at
the time that it disappears. A trajectory may be associated with
each object to describe the line of movement on the canvas
that describes the event. Interpolation determines the position
and orientation of the object in intermediate times. Optionally, an object may be declared to be deformable, in which case
the visual representation of the object at the time that it disappears has to be specified and the semantics imply that the
shape of the object in intermediate positions can be found via
interpolation between the original and the final appearance.
For example, in a car accident scenario, we may have a
spatial object representation describing the accident place,
which could be a map of the street. The roles will be the cars
involved in the accident and an event could describe the cars
after the accident. The logical representations associated with
this event will be the cars involved in the accident. The representation of a car may be a photo of the car crashed or a square
placed on the car location. The original position and time of
the car appearance are also part of its representation.
C. Concepts for the Logical Spatial Representation of Shots
A Shot in the media industry always refers to a simple
event. It may capture the whole event or it may (typically)
capture a part of the event. In some cases the event has been
executed and the capturing refers to an event that has taken
place. For example, assume that in an accident report the event
reported has happened before, and the shooting refers to the
event, but it does not capture the event itself.
In the case of shots, in addition to the actors, it represents
the camera, lighting and sound parameters for the shot and
their changes. The camera capturing is modeled with the location of the camera, the direction of the capturing and the viewing angle, which allows to decide which objects are viewed by
the camera in a specific setting. Similar modeling is used for
light and sound sources.
Event Shots are used to represent types of Shots within an
event type. For example an Event shot may be a shot of the
“bride arrival” event using a zoom in as she enters the church.
Event shots have shot spatial representations which depict the
event shot on the canvas.
A shot spatial representation describes the original and final locations and the camera parameters, the sound and light
equipment on top of the canvas, in the same way that the event
concepts were represented on top of it. In this case the original
and final representations of the capturing parameters are described. For example, in a camera pan the original and the
final position of the direction of the camera are described. This
can be used to visualize the original and final footprints of the
pictures taken, but also to infer the intermediate positions.
For example, in a “debate” event (which may involve shots
from more than one locations), the camera location, the viewing angle, and the shot direction in relation to the two people
debating may be recorded for producing a training example of
capturing principles for a debate.
Note also that the representation shape may change during
the capturing process. For example, the shape of the crowd
involved may change. The viewing direction and the viewing
angle of the camera may also change resulting from panning

and zooming operations on the camera by the “one-mancrew’. Interpolation is used to infer the intermediate positions
of capturing
An important application of this part of the model is that it
allows the representation of the spatial evolution of an event,
as well as the spatial evolution of the capturing of the event.
For example, it may be used for describing the history (event)
of a visit in a museum or a zoo, and the capturing of videos
that the “one-man-crew” visitor took during the visit. The multimedia shots themselves are associated with the descriptions
of the parameters that allow their representation on the canvas.
The parameters foreseen by the model facilitate the description of the event and the shot taking in an abstract spatial
space. For example, the relative positions may reflect the different GPS locations or the relative distance in meters reflected on a drawing canvas. Location in buildings, such as museums, may also be captured with respect to the location of
objects that for example have been recorded in the building
diagrams. This could be even automatic, for example by using
RFID identifiers for the objects, exploiting their location as
they have been recorded in electronic diagrams. Notice also
that the direction may be determined with respect to the geographic coordinates or by recording the position of the camera
and the position of another object in the camera direction (e.g.
by recording its GPS position or its RFID).
D. Concepts for the Physical Event and Shot Representation
The event and shot logical representations at the spatial
level that were described in the previous section may have to
be viewed on top of a map. It is also possible to utilize 3D
maps in order to represent on them the camera location,
movement and angle of view [14], [15].
The concepts of this part of the model are responsible for
doing the mapping from the logical representation to other
representations as required (one or more). To do this rotation
translation and scaling of the logical representations may be
required. The logical representations mapped on the site map
are called physical representations. The physical representations should have a location on the site map as well as shape
and possible movement.
A shot site map represents a drawing canvas with x and y
dimensions where the various physical representations will be
located for a specific event or shot. It is used to describe the
geography of the scene where a specific event or an event shot
took place. The most common way to lay the physical representations on the canvas is to use a drawing (e.g. the map) of
the spatial object associated with the event or shot, as a background and then to put on the canvas the physical representation of the roles involved.
A specialization of the shot site map is a geographic map.
This kind of map is mostly used for exterior locations, where a
specific map is chosen for usage and the detailed description
of the location of the capturing is not needed. For example, in
“the crowning” event shot the logical representations of the
priest, the best man, the bride and the groom would be mapped
to physical representations and put on top of the site map. The
spatial object associated with the specific event shot would be
the interior of the church. The logical representation of the

church should be mapped to a physical representation and this
physical representation should be used as a background to the
site map. The relative position and movement of the camera
capturing the shot will also be represented on the shot site
map. These representations present the relative positions and
orientations of the various roles, and thus they reveal the geometry of the scene.
IV. MULTIMEDIA EVENT AND SHOT VISUALIZATION
An important objective of this work is to provide the tools
for fast event visualization and multimedia shots that capture
the events themselves. Since the events have structure, roles,
spatial and temporal aspects as well as descriptions, all those
aspects should be supported in the event visualization.
Every event, complex or simple has a spatial representation
on a canvas (that may include drawings or pictures). For simple events, the spatial representation is typically a representation (a map or a reasonably accurate diagram) of the inside or
outside space where the event takes place, including the location and movement of the participating roles in this representation. For composite events the spatial representation of the
event may be on a more abstract representation level (that may
not reflect the real distances of the locations). For example in a
composite marriage event that takes place in two locations
(home, church) the actual distance of the two spatial locations
may not be of interest. The spatial representation may only
reflect the fact that there are two locations. By selecting one of
them, the user can see the detailed spatial arrangements in the
church ceremony for example.
Note that in case an event is associated with a spatial object
which is composed of other spatial objects, the presentation
system may choose to show the spatial representation of both
the higher level spatial object as well as its component objects
(or their representations) in a single diagram. The selection of
a component object leads the visualization system to the corresponding event (if it exists). For example, when visiting a
floor, the rooms may only be symbolically represented (the
visits to the rooms may not be shown). Selecting the representation of the room presents the spatial representation of the
room as well as the representation of the visit in it. Note also
that it is possible when the user looks at the event of visiting a
room to present not only the floor plan of the room and the
visit in it, but also the spatial representations of the higher
level spatial objects such as the floor plan and the building
composition in floors.
A spatial object may be an individual which relates to a
semantic concept in an ontology [14], [15]. Through this relationship, the user can for example see semantic information
about the visited space (for example, when visiting a room, the
user may see who resides in this room or the room functions).
The visualization of the composite events also includes the
visualization of their temporal aspects. This involves the visualization of the sequence of the component events and the automatic browsing of the component events. This is achieved
by connecting the spatial representations of the component
events with directed lines indicating the time order of the
components events. The lines may not be straight lines. This is

useful in order to avoid line cluttering, or to indicate a route
that is followed to visit the place where the next component
event will take place (superimposed on a background map or
diagram). For example, in the case of the wedding event the
directed line connecting the church with the home where the
reception takes place indicates that the church ceremony precedes the home reception. If this line is projected on top of a
city diagram it may also indicate the route from the church to
the home. The semantics of the time line only support the
event ordering and any additional semantics are due to the
visual interpretation in connection to the background objects.
We note that a place may be associated with more than one
events that are not necessarily sequentially ordered. The same
spatial object is used for the spatial representation of the component event. The directed lines representing the sequence of
execution of the component events will utilize this spatial representation more than once.
A special role (applicable to every event) is an avatar
representing the narrator of the event. An animation of a composite event can be performed automatically, following the
temporal ordering of the events. When the temporal ordering
is a sequence, this corresponds to an automatic navigation of
the event visualizations in a depth first manner. For each composite event the spatial representation of the event is shown
and the narration that is associated with the immediate component events and the transitions between the component
events is performed automatically.
The depth first event traversal in time order is the default
automatic animation of the event presentation. Alternative
automatic methods for visualization such as breadth first presentation are also possible and they may be more appropriate
for certain events, like the presentation of spatial descriptions
of spaces or like events that are partially ordered temporarily.
For example, in a conference event it may be desirable to have
a breadth first presentation of the component events at a certain level (events that happen after a certain time).
Direct access to any of the events in the event hierarchy is
possible. For example, a user may directly visit the third floor
of the building by selecting the appropriate rectangle from the
visualization, thus bypassing the presentation of the first two
floors. Then he may select and visit a specific room and listen
to the narration associated to it instead of going through the
narration of several rooms before. When the user selects a
specific event through its representation, the system by default
performs animation for all the events that belong to the subtree of the event hierarchy.
Shots are only associated with simple events. The shot visualizations are described in the same canvas with the simple
events. The automatic animation of shots within a simple
event is done in time order (the shots are associated with the
time of capture). Not every event may have a shot associated
with it. The existence of shots within an event is represented
with the spatiotemporal visualization of events in order to facilitate the user navigation to events that have associated shots.
A special case of mobile multimedia event capturing is the
case of systematically capturing 3D spaces, such as a building,
using, for example, pictures or video. The capturing process

can be very fast and accurate if diagrams of the floor footprints are available. In this case such a footprint is a multimedia object that can be associated together with its coordinates
to the event canvas. Each multimedia shot is associated to a
simple event, for example the capturing of a room. Alternatively many shots may be associated to a simple event (like the
capturing of a whole floor).The location and direction of the
camera can be either automatically recorded using its position
and direction sensors or manually recorded on the map. The
visualization of the result can show at the same time the spatiotemporal aspects of the capturing (such as the camera location and movement), and besides it the actual result of the capturing process (the video of the shot). This interface allows the
user to understand better what the video is about. Again, higher level spatial objects (like the floor plan) can be also shown
with an indication of the place where the shot was taken.
A very important class of applications of multimedia event
capturing is video taking during museum visits, city tours,
outside zoo visits, and archeological site visits. During these
visits the users will capture objects that are not necessarily
known in advance. It is however possible to capture the history of the visit through an event and associate a spatial object or
map with it (possibly in an automatic manner like using GPS
and compass for outside spaces). In this spatial object the multimedia capturing can be recorded as described before. An
important aspect here is that if the spatial object has semantic
information attached to it, then it is possible to automatically
structure the visit event into more detailed events of capturing
specific semantic objects which are provided by the spatial
map. In this case automatic direct access to the semantic
events captured is supported without much user effort.
V. EVENT CAPTURING AND VISUALIZATION
The system allows the generation of domain ontologies for
capturing the various event types. With each concept, graphic
avatars representing the concept can be generated and reused
in many concept instances. Avatars can represent persons (e.g.
a bride), objects (e.g. a car), crowd (e.g. friends), etc. More
than one avatar can be designed to represent different concept
states or concept representations in different resolutions. A
direction is associated with the object representation. The direction is useful for example in order to orient the graphic representation towards the direction of the object motion.
The ways that multimedia capturing equipment is utilized
can be also related to the graphic representations with directions associated with them. For example, a camera taking pictures towards a specific direction is related to a polygon that
represents that direction. The graphical user interface also allows the generation of polygons representing locations where
events take place, as well as lines representing the event execution sequence for the higher level events.
To facilitate event demarcation and collection of the event
metadata in real time as well as to support fast capturing post
processing, the system can trace the event execution order and
automatically request the metadata values needed for the
event. For events that do not occur in a particular sequence,
the system provides facilities for fast browsing and search.

VI. CONCLUSIONS – FUTURE WORK
Event processing is very important to business. We presented here a model and a system that automate to a large extent the capturing of multimedia related to events together
with the context of the events and the context of capturing.
This allows powerful visualizations of the spatial and temporal
evolution of the events and the capturing processes. The prototype system built supports this functionality. The system allows accommodating maps and diagrams of various types. We
are currently in the process of integrating Google maps and 3D
maps with our previous automatic registration algorithms [14],
[15] and more extensive contextual information captured from
sensors. We are also investigating the capturing and visualization of multiple concurrent events. Finally, we are now working in the definition of a detailed formal mapping of our model
to the constructs of the MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards.
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